
Golden
Triangle

Canvas for Art: Acoma Street
Home of world-class museums, vibrant art scence, hip 
bistros and bars, and a large residential population that 
enjoys the tree-lined streets and Cherry Creek Greenway, 
Golden Triangle is both an international destination and a 
close-knit community with a mix of historic brick 
structures alongside gleaming glass towers.

INTENT
Building on the Golden Triangle Neighborhood Plan, The 
5280 creates a center and gathering space that links the 
cultural institutions to the heart of the community along 
Acoma Street.

CHARACTER
Arts and Culture greenway trail where innovative art 
imbues the design.

DESIGN ELEMENTS
Enhance paving material, masts, lighting, crosswalks, 
wayfinding, urban cairns, traffic circles (with art 
elements).

STRATEGY & CHARACTER

Better integrate the neighborhood and art institutions

Create a platform for art expression

Engage the community

DESIGN GOALS

Experiential art incorporated into a street.

Unique lighting adds atmosphere to an existing street.

A coordinated and unique  paving design for the pedestrian 
zones and travel lanes should be considered to signal that 
Acoma is a special place and shared street environment.

The Ribbon flows through the main path of The 5280.

Landscape designed in a manner to showcase interactive, 
dynamic public art installations on a rotating basis.

Opportunity to incorporate water quality planters along the 
east side of the street.

Acoma, the ‘Avenue of the Arts’, is envisioned as a hybrid 
linear park / festival street that extends the civic spine from 
Civic Center Park to 10th Avenue.

Acoma Street designed as a ‘Place’, creates an opportunity 
for higher level design and placemaking strategy to create a 
true center for the neighborhood.

The entire public realm is designed as a space that 
celebrates the arts and neighborhood culture. The public 
realm becomes the canvas for a variety of artistic 
expression ranging from dynamic and interactive art public 
art installations, to visual art projected onto the street or 
facades, or performance art utilizing The 5280 as the stage.



Capitol Hill
& Uptown

A Civic Promenade: Sherman Streets
Capitol Hill, the seat of our State government is situated 
in a multigenerational and diverse neighborhood with a 
fiercely proud community making it center city’s most 
densely populated neighborhood where foot traffic 
outnumbers car traffic.

INTENT
The 5280 celebrates the Capitol and the democracy it 
represents. It creates a new stately address for 
businesses and residences.

CHARACTER
Located along Sherman Street, The 5280 is envisioned 
as a contemporary interpretation of a grand and ordered 
Capitol Mall.

DESIGN ELEMENTS
Enhance paving material, gardens, vertical elements, 
lighting, crosswalks, wayfinding, urban cairns.

STRATEGY & CHARACTER

Better connect the Capitol to its neighbors

Promote civic engagement, participation, stewardship, and democracy

Enhance the quality of materials and experince for all users

DESIGN GOALS

A ‘Capitol District’ Paving 
pattern is imagined as the 
street paving

5280 paving is used on both 
sides of the street to create 

Promenade

Raised landscape planters 
create a formal edge and 
cadence to the street

The Ribbon remains 
continuous through the design 
whether the 5280 paving 

Capitol Complex paving is 
used.

Sherman Street is the only street in the city that provides 
terminus views of the Capitol Dome from both directions. The 
design of The 5280 on Sherman Street aligns pedestrians and 
bikes with the view of the State Capitol Building by extending 
the curb towards the center of the right-of-way and placing the 
Link between the tree canopies. The use of The 5280 materials 
may take on a more formal quality that reflects the civic 
character that Sherman Street calls for. 5280 materials and 
design may extend across the entire right of way to promote 
more of a campus feeling that would tie the government 
institutions and businesses on Sherman together.



Five Points
Ballpark/

Arapahoe Square

Linear Park / Forest: 21st Street
Lying at the edge of the Five Points Neighborhood, 21st 
Street runs through the BallPark area and the planning 
area of Arapahoe Square. Even with the strong terminus 
of Coors Field the corridor is dotted with vacant lots, 
surface parking, historic residential buildings, new 
construction, and a few commercial spaces that do not 
add up to a distinct place or character.

INTENT
Create a new center in this part of the city by building a 
pedestrian first street with a dense tree canopy and a mix 
of urban squares, pocket parks, and a festival street.

CHARACTER
Create a lively corridor that acts as a much needed park 
space in this part of the city.

DESIGN ELEMENTS
A pedestrian priority street with a strong tree canopy, 
flexible ground plane and a design that showcases the 
integration of stormwater infrastructure.

STRATEGY & CHARACTER

Better connect Coors Field to the neighborhood

Create an urban forest/park-like environmnent

Celebrate the neighborhood history

DESIGN GOALS

+/- 40’ 
PLAZA

+/- 20’ 
STOREFRONT

 ZONE

+/- 16’ 
LINK

5280 Link extend through 
urban forest.

Plaza spaces utilizing 5280 
pavers in a unique pattern.

Native and/or tolerant plant 
material creates a more 
natural, high plains park 
environment.

Sod is used sparingly at 

Incorporate coniferous trees 
provide green and texture 
throughout the year.

Incorporation of amenities, planting, and a mix of 
transportation modes on Bell Street, Seattle.

A ‘woonerf’ street allows for a mix of transportation 
modes that all share the same space.

Along 21st Street, The 5280 manifests itself as a half-mile long, 
eighty-foot wide linear park connecting Coors Field to 
Broadway. This concept is born out the communities’ desire for 
increased park space, tree canopy and vegetation. The ‘urban 
forest’ character draws upon the characteristics of Denver 
Mountain Parks and incorporates evergreens, native/drought 
tolerant plantings, rock outcroppings, and rustic modern 
furnishings.



LoDo

Denver’s Living Room: Wynkoop Street

With a renewed sense of life over the past decade 
Wynkoop Street has been evolving as the center of 
Denver’s Downtown. With Union Station, ‘Denver’s Living 
Room’ at its center, Wynkoop acts as the front door to 
downtown for visitors and resident alike.

INTENT
Complete the ‘Living Room’ and create a shared street 
that prioritizes pedestrians, gathering and commerce in 
downtown’s historic center and present day transit hub.

CHARACTER
The historic character of LoDo.

DESIGN ELEMENTS
Utilizes existing Union Station Paving, enhanced paving 
materials, the use of crosswalks, wayfinding, and urban 
cairns.

STRATEGY & CHARACTER

Create more space for pedestrians

Strengthen Wynkoop Plaza at Denver Union Station

Create stronger connection to the Cherry Creek and Cherry Creek Trail

DESIGN GOALS

WIDE SIDEWALK AND 
CAFE ZONE

UNION STATION
PLAZA

+/- 24’ 
SHARED 
STREET

+/- 7’ 
SHARED 

CURB 
ZONE

+/- 7’ 
SHARED 

CURB 
ZONE

Union Station paving extended 
across the Wynkoop.

planting and furnishings are used to 
delineate vehicular movement

The Ribbon runs along the east side 
of Wynkoop Street and connects 
back up to Links on either end of the 
plaza.

Shared lane for bikes, peds and 
limited automobile access.

Wynkoop Street represents a unique six blocks that the 5280 
will traverse and careful consideration will need to be taken to 
ensure The 5280 is legible and part of the greater proposed 
transformation.

Between 15th Street and 19th Street, the southern curb is 
shifted north in order to create a wider pedestrian zone on the 
southern side of the street. The narrower curb-to-curb space is 
redesigned as a shared street for all modes of transportation. 
Although vehicle circulation will still be permitted, as will space 
for drop-off and short-term parking, speeds will be reduced and 
pedestrian and bicycle circulation will be prioritized.

Denver’s Living Room, located between 16th and 18th, is made 
complete by extending the plaza at Denver Union Station across 
Wynkoop Street to meet the existing businesses and residences 
opposite of the station.

The shared street concept will continue beyond the Living Room 
and into the Grand Hallway along Wynkoop Street before 
transitioning into Plaza blocks that cap either end of Denver new 
signature street.

The 5280 goes ‘quiet’ between 15th and 19th Streets. The 5280 
‘ribbon’ and ‘urban cairns’ guide users through the space 
without becoming a dominate feature.



Auraria
Campus

Student Gallery: 11th Street Alley
The Auraria Campus is a dynamic campus located in the 
heart of Downtown Denver and is home to 3 distinct 
higher education institutions and their collective 38,000 
students.

INTENT
Create a stronger connection between the campus and 
downtown by transforming underutilized parts of the 
campus to a canvas that connects Auraria’s Past, present 
and future.

CHARACTER
The 5280 is about creating a platform for representation 
of the Campus’s Past, the student expression of the 
Present, and to inspire what the future may hold for 
students. All of these components are meant to be 
designed to stand out from the rest of campus and to 
inform and educate both students and visitors. The 5280 
aims to bring a vibrant connection through the center of 
campus and transform underutilized connections into 
great experiences.

DESIGN ELEMENTS
Enhance paving material, platform for student art, 
expression and experimentation. The use of art, lighting 
and urban cairns will help delineate The 5280.

STRATEGY & CHARACTER

Better integrate the neighborhood and campus institutions

Create a platform for student expression

Celebrate the campus history

DESIGN GOALS

ADA Parking and loading 

Vertical green wall or art elements 
help scale down the space.

Canopy lights provide a unique 
identity and ‘ceiling’ to create a 
pedestrian scale experience.

Shared lane for bikes, peds and 
limited automobile access. 

Green wall or art installation 
along vertical blank walls 
offer visual interest and 
an opportunity for student 
expression

Green wall creates visual interest while providing 

Art installations create an opportunity for student 
expression.



La Alma/

Lincoln Park

Prairie Park Edge: Mariposa Street
A dynamic, mixed-use and established residential 
neighborhood in the heart of Denver, La Alma Lincoln 
Park has a variety of housing types, diversity of land 
uses, and historic resources.

INTENT
Link existing community assets together, while respecting 
the quiet, residential neighborhood character.

CHARACTER
The 5280 is more about connectivity than placemaking. 
It’s design takes cues from the fine grain residential 
neighborhood offering neighborhood scale amenities. 
Respecting the community’s desire to blur The 5280 and 
the Lincoln Park edge, The 5280 will provide community 
gardens and vantage points to take advantage of 
mountain views.

DESIGN ELEMENTS
Enhance paving material, community gardens, masts, 
lighting, crosswalks, wayfinding, urban cairns, traffic 
circles.

STRATEGY & CHARACTER

Better connect the neighborhood’s assets

Create a strong connection to downtown and the mountains

Integrate creative an interactive features

DESIGN GOALS

Art Alley: Santa Fe Alley

A revamped alley incorporates art and water quality 
into a useful space.

Pedestrian scale paving and murals turn an alley into 
an art walk in Denver’s RiNo district.
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Overhead lighting 

creates a ‘hall’.

Opportunity for native 
landscape / water 
quality zone.

Creative use of The 
5280 paving pallette 
turns the ground plane 
into a mosaic

Flexible space allows for 
local vehicle and service 
access while providing 
an enhanced space for 
adjacent businesses and 
galleries.

Incorporate art onto 
blank walls
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The route of The 5280 will replace existing bike lanes on 
present day Mariposa Street. Because of this, the link along 
this portion is a parallel multiuse trail that accommodates bike 
commuting and provides a wide promenade for all trail users. 
The existing right-of-way width allows for the reconfiguration of 
Mariposa Street to a neighborhood scaled street with on-street 
parking, while creating the space for a dual multiuse path 
system and tree alley.

Mariposa Street


